An Oration
by
Philip Van Rensselaer
Schenectady August 20th 1803
A funeral oration delivered in the Presbyterian Church in the city of Philadelphia on Monday 23rd of August, occasioned by the death of J. M. M. Livingston, President of the Dartmouth College in Univerity College.

Whence this solemn address? This mournful poem? What woe is it that brings the every countenance? (Why does each bosom with affliction swell?) Whence comes the smile of placid ease? (Why are the tears of joy?) Where is that pious anxiety of the aged? (Oh what become the visage of despondency?) Where is the zeal that once animated the greater Thankfulness? Why does the gloomy cloud hang over the anticipations of my youth? Why bleeds in the heart of affection? Why are the tracks of distressed? The half-stifled sighs that burst beneath the stream of tears. This internal gush of grief, that rushes into my bosom, and which we have reached the portals of death. When the melancholy event has summoned us here? and what object around me resists another if the fealty? In this solemn way we are assembled to lament innocence and virtue. To pay tribute in the afflictions of sorrowing relations, to receive an awful, though instructive lesson. We are assembled to bring the just tribute of feeling regret to the memory of John M. M. Livingston. The circumstances of his death, his age and character must affect the sensibility of the feeling, and excite emotions of pity in the bosom of the hearer.
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impressive on young Minerva—such was the death. The mind was then overcome by the thought of his countenance, and it was filled with a sense of his presence, filling the heart with a feeling of awe. The mind was then turned to the future, to the hopes and the aspirations of life. The mind was then turned to the future, to the hopes and the aspirations of life.

Having shed again upon the mind the presence of Minerva, the soul was filled with the sense of his presence, and it was filled with a sense of his presence, filling the heart with a feeling of awe. The mind was then turned to the future, to the hopes and the aspirations of life.
higher of sixteen, the name of thirty and the mean age of sixty. In these, one sensed the ruins of beauty. The wise, rich, and virtuous, too! Affecting houses to their seats, to some clear name, it seemed, for a while. The words which time has almost healed are again ironed down. The last, the fleeting moment when the soul is lost from its earthly habitation. Somewhere, somewhere, again the place; again it vanishes. There is a sense of innocence, the sense of experience. There is no intellectual poverty, no intellectual aridity.

This is truths by constant and unchangeable enjoyment; the enjoyment of all human attainments, the enjoyment of all human acquisitions. Perhaps whilst my name is breathing, whilst my name is breathing in the last age of my life, perhaps the feet of death will hardly have the strength which will shortly summon me to attend at the awful task.

Oh, how there thoughts sound mean in true estimation. Men whose in them they glory, their dignity? Their death—these, they are lost. In their being, as converse, as sightly, shacked companions, all that remain of the friends and the happy shoulders to the world. Whence are, once, the dark, the clear, the precious? The joy of the movement of society. Whence are the thoughts of love, the joy of the life of another? Whence are the thoughts of man, his soul, his mind? The love of nature, the joy of the general bane of death. Men in one you are found, the earth with them, the women, the brother, the friend. Men of what are you proud? Your life of earth in unit three score and ten, not to a single beneath of being a bread, or a cold, can lay the laws they richer, they have on. Any human are lost as the dream of yester day. Then present, then gone. Trust them, and trust the dust shall be their return. The mind regains with instinctive homes in the continued time, it is accompanied by my terror and horror. What have I been? What have I done? I have sorrowed, I have wept. I have looked with a sense of life, I have learned from the stage of life, I have learned from the stage of life. Perhaps the feet of death will hardly have the strength which will shortly summon me to attend at the awful task.
It is ruminations, to dwell on theimages of death, perhaps to live through eternity in sobs and sighs. But death and contemplation lead to the seizure of the imagination and to the momentary production of an apotheosis. The poem of the Vision of Death and the Passion of the Soul is the beginning of death and the beginning of contemplation. The poem of the Vision of Death and the Passion of the Soul begins with the momentary production of an apotheosis. The poem of the Vision of Death and the Passion of the Soul begins with the momentary production of an apotheosis.

And the consciousness that we are moving on nobly to eternity leads to the careful improvement of each fleeting moment; it evolves a sense of its transitory nature and gives an inestimable value to each transitory moment. This sensitiveness and sensitivity are more intense in the memory of ancient affections than in the memory of forms of parti-tions, or in the memory of forms of parti-tions. This sensitiveness and sensitivity are more intense in the memory of ancient affections than in the memory of forms of parti-tions, or in the memory of forms of parti-tions. This sensitiveness and sensitivity are more intense in the memory of ancient affections than in the memory of forms of parti-tions, or in the memory of forms of parti-tions. This sensitiveness and sensitivity are more intense in the memory of ancient affections than in the memory of forms of parti-tions, or in the memory of forms of parti-tions.
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we suffered to reach the Bride; we may be permitted to remain till age has wrecked our constitutions and rendered death desirable, yet let us always the assume him in our memories, long as our hearts continue to beat let them not loose the impression of his image and his innocent. But I must not by calling up there melancholy recollections to your pain. The mind is of itself sufficiently active in hunting from reflection to reflection, in its fruitless apportion. I would not then by changing the bent of its attention endeavor to soothe its anguish. If then by inattention of bowing even the objects with which reflection pines into us, are to be as curse of its torpor we will find much to soften our affliction. Behold! our friends rising from darkness into light, from confusion into true acme, from imperfections to perfection, from servility to immortality.

"See! truth, love and marriage triumphant, ascending and victorious, all glancing in a clear, first beams on the cold cheeks of death, smiles and permanence and beauty immortal arise from the tomb."
October 4, 1939

104 Fair Street,
Kingston,
New York.

Gentlemen:

We recently received a valuable and much appreciated manuscript address of a sermon by Philip Van Vechten delivered at Schenectady August 20, 1803 in memory of John McPhraedie Livingston, who died here in his senior year. This is of great value to us, as we had no biographical material whatever for this student. We have, therefore, made a folder for him in our files and put the manuscript in the fireproof cabinets that we maintain for the alumni records.

Unfortunately, we could discover no name indicating the donor. There was simply the envelope marked 104 Fair Street. I hope this note of acknowledgment falls into the right hands. Certainly the College values such material very highly, and it is likely to be useful here when we aid inquirers who are after biographical or historical information.

Thanking you again, I am,

Cordially yours,

Dixon Ryan Fox.

1804  John McPhraedie Livingston
Son of Gilbert R. and Martha (Kane) Livingston.
Died Aug. 8, 1803.

JOHN M. LIVINGSTON, non-graduate of 1804, a resident of Redhook, was a member of the Philomathean Society. He died prior to 1830.

Philomathean Catalogue 1830.